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Question: 1

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

What is the purpose of the chart of depreciation?

The chart of depreciation defines the asset classes for which you can create fixed assets.

The chart of depreciation substitutes the operational chart of accounts in asset-related postings.

The chart of depreciation is a reporting tool that structures your assets for hierarchical reports.

The chart of depreciation facilitates country-specific legal valuation of fixed assets.

Answer: D

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

What do you define when you create a new document type? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.

Reasons for reversal

Number range for the document type

Posting keys for the document type

Account types allowed for posting

Answer: B D

Question: 2

Question: 2

Question: 3

Your customer uses a posting period variant with special periods, and you need to allow specific users to post
in these specials periods. What do you assign in the posting period variant? Please choose the correct answer.

Version: 9.0
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A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

An authorization group to period intervals 1 and 2

An authorization group to period interval 2

An authorization group to period intervals 2 and 3

An authorization group to period interval 1

Answer: A

Question: 4

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Complete integrated asset retirement

Unplanned depreciation of remaining value

Partial retirement without revenue and without customer

Complete retirement with revenue but without customer

Answer: C

Question: 5

A.  

B.  

C.  

Down payment request

Posting of a guarantee of payment

Bank posting of a received down payment

Which of the following retirement types is referred to as scrapping? Please choose the correct answer.

Answer: B 

Which of the following is an example of an automatic offsetting entry? Choose the correct answer.
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Question: 6

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Identify the callup points that have been provided for Financial Accounting (F1). Choose the correct answers.
(2)

Controlling area

Organizational unit

Document header

Document line

Answer: C D

Question: 7

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

You configured Asset Accounting for your company code with three depreciation areas that post in real time
and corresponding depreciation areas to track group currency values. When you post an external acquisition,
how many documents are created?

3

6

1

4

Answer: D


